
 

Transport, Environment & Climate Change Select 
Committee Agenda 
Date: Thursday 28 March 2024 

Time: 10.00 am 

Venue: The Oculus, Buckinghamshire Council, Gatehouse Road, Aylesbury HP19 8FF 

Membership: 

B Chapple OBE (Chairman), R Carington (Vice-Chairman), P Brazier, M Caffrey, M Collins, 
P Cooper, C Cornell, E Culverhouse, E Gemmell, S Guy, N Naylor, M Rand, L Sullivan, 
D Watson and A Wood 

Webcasting notice 

Please note: this meeting may be filmed for live or subsequent broadcast via the council's 
website. At the start of the meeting the chairman will confirm if all or part of the meeting is 
being filmed. 

You should be aware that the council is a data controller under the Data Protection Act. 
Data collected during this webcast will be retained in accordance with the council’s 
published policy. 

Therefore, by entering the meeting room you are consenting to being filmed and to the 
possible use of those images and sound recordings for webcasting and/or training purposes. 
If members of the public do not wish to have their image captured they should ask the 
committee clerk, who will advise where to sit. 

If you have any queries regarding this, please contact the monitoring officer at 
monitoringofficer@buckinghamshire.gov.uk. 

Agenda Item 
 

Time Page No 
 
1 Apologies for Absence   
     
2 Declarations of Interest   
     
3 Minutes of the Previous Meeting  5 - 10 

mailto:monitoringofficer@buckinghamshire.gov.uk


 That the minutes of the meeting held on 1st February 2024 
be confirmed as a correct record. 
 

  

 
4 Public Questions 10:05  
 Public Questions is an opportunity for people who live, 

work or study in Buckinghamshire to put a question to a 
Select Committee. The Committee will hear from members 
of the public who have submitted questions in advance 
relating to items on the agenda. The Cabinet Member, 
relevant key partners and responsible officers will be 
invited to respond.  
  
Further information on how to register can be found here: 
https://www.buckinghamshire.gov.uk/your-council/get-
involved-with-council-decisions/select-committees/ 
 

  

 
5 HS2 10:15 11 - 20 
 The Committee will receive its annual update on the HS2 

project in Buckinghamshire.  
  
Contributors: 
  
HS2 
Maddelyn Sutton, Head of Engagement, HS2 
David Emms, Project Client, HS2 
Aaron Heer, Traffic Manager, HS2 
Simon Matthews, Interface & Stakeholder Director, EKFB 
Patrick Kelly, Buckinghamshire Lead, HS2 
Joel Sykes, Senior Engagement and Interface Lead, HS2 
Darielle Proctor, Head of Engagement and Compliance, 
Align 
  
Buckinghamshire Council  
Cllr Steve Broadbent, Cabinet Member for Transport 
Cllr Peter Martin, Deputy Cabinet Member for Transport 
(HS2 and EWR) 
Richard Barker, Corporate Director for Communities 
Kevin Goad, Service Director for Highways & Technical 
Services 
Dr Laura Leech, Head of Major Projects 
Susan Browning, EWR Stakeholder & Team Leader 
 

  

 
6 Work Programme 12:00  
 The Select Committee has the opportunity to put forward 

ideas for next municipal year’s work programme.  
 

  

 
7 Date of Next Meeting   

https://www.buckinghamshire.gov.uk/your-council/get-involved-with-council-decisions/select-committees/
https://www.buckinghamshire.gov.uk/your-council/get-involved-with-council-decisions/select-committees/


 The provisional date for the next meeting is Thursday 6th 
June at 10am. 
 

  

 
If you would like to attend a meeting, but need extra help to do so, for example because of 
a disability, please contact us as early as possible, so that we can try to put the right support 
in place. 

For further information please contact: Chris Ward democracy@buckinghamshire.gov.uk 
01296 585807 
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Buckinghamshire Council 

Transport, Environment & 
Climate Change Select Committee  
 

 
 
 

Minutes 
 
MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE TRANSPORT, ENVIRONMENT & CLIMATE CHANGE SELECT 
COMMITTEE HELD ON THURSDAY 1 FEBRUARY 2024 IN THE OCULUS, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE COUNCIL, 
GATEHOUSE ROAD, AYLESBURY HP19 8FF, COMMENCING AT 10.00 AM AND CONCLUDING AT 12.26 
PM 
 
MEMBERS PRESENT 
 
B Chapple OBE, R Carington, P Brazier, M Caffrey, M Collins, P Cooper, C Cornell, E Gemmell, S Guy, 
M Rand, L Sullivan, D Watson and A Wood 
 
OTHERS IN ATTENDANCE 
 
S Broadbent, T Broom, D Barnes, J Jordan, P Martin, A Schaefer, S Bambrick, R Barker, A Beckett, 
S Browning, K Campbell, M Cuzner, J Fuller, P Hoskins, D Johnson, H Joyce, L Leech, C Ward and 
Ms S Moore 
 
Agenda Item 
  
1 APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 
 Apologies were received from Cllr N Naylor. Apologies were also received from Jez Baldock (East 

West Rail Alliance) and Peter Hume (Network Rail). 
  

2 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 
 There were none 

  
3 MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING 
 The minutes of the meeting held on 9th November 2023 were agreed as an accurate record. 

  
4 PUBLIC QUESTIONS 
 Five public questions had been received to be considered at the meeting. Four were answered 

during the meeting by the Cabinet Member for Transport, the fifth would receive a written 
reply. The questions and answers would be appended to the minutes. 
  

5 EAST WEST RAIL 
 • The Chairman welcomed Mark Cuzner and Kate Campbell (East West Rail Alliance) and 

Pip Hoskins (Network Rail) to the meeting then invited the Cabinet Member for 
Transport, Councillor Steven Broadbent, to introduce the item.  

• The Cabinet Member thanked Cllr Martin for working on the East-West Rail (EWR) 
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project, which was now in its fourth year. Visible progress had been made in the last 12 
months, notably in Winslow where the station had been built. The infrastructure was 
due to be completed by the end of 2024 and the service due to start in 2025. 

• On behalf of residents, the Council had a duty to hold national construction projects to 
account. This was so that disruption to the road network and to communities was 
mitigated. Section 3 of the report detailed work to clear mud from the roads, manage 
traffic flows and lessen the effect of dust on nearby communities. Despite the large 
number of road closures and diversions, the Council had not granted all requests. 
Permits had been refused or altered in order to let the public and school transport 
through. He mentioned that some businesses had suffered and could apply for a limited 
mitigation payment, but this was not an easy process. 

• The Cabinet Member recognised that East West Rail had delivered temporary and 
permanent road repairs, which substantially mitigated the impact of the construction 
work on local roads. He thanked East West Rail for substantially completing 20 roads and 
acknowledged that some road defects remain.  

• The Cabinet Member chaired the EWR Mainline Partnership, which includes all the 
authorities on the route and has continued to lobby central government for the 
Aylesbury spur to be built. He noted the mitigation measures on day-to-day activities and 
mentioned that Council marshals were providing oversight. 

• In 2023 the National Audit Office report on railways mentioned how Buckinghamshire 
Council had championed local residents. He hoped that work to maintain 
communications with residents had been effective. He felt it important to understand 
the importance of good communications. 

• Cllr Martin, the Deputy Cabinet Member for Transport, recorded his thanks to Susan 
Browning who had worked on mitigation for this project.  The Chairman stated that the 
entire committee echoed Cllr Martin’s thanks. 
  

Mark Cuzner, Director of the East West Rail Alliance, made the following points during the EWR 
presentation: 
  

• The Cabinet Member was thanked for his positive comments on road repairs. 
• The track was almost complete and all 10 footbridges were completed before schedule 

to reinstate public rights of way. Eight out of the ten compounds had been restored. 
• The completion dates had not changed – the infrastructure would be complete in the 

third quarter of 2024. Both stations were being completed and the foundations for the 
car park at Winslow station had been laid.  The bridges built over roads had now opened. 
Any risks to the completion date had been managed and EWR had taken the delivery 
date seriously to minimise disruption. Once the infrastructure was completed, work 
would be done on the systems - Signalling, Power and Communications (SPAC).  

• Near compounds, some road repairs needed to be completed but the Verney Junction 
compound had been put back to its former condition. 

• The project realised that mud and dust had been a problem for residents and road 
sweepers had been used to mitigate this. Now that the major works were almost 
complete, the impact on residents would be much reduced. An officer noted that EWR 
had been very responsive to complaints about mud and dust. 

• The project has been designed to take climate resilience into account and the drainage 
put in place could cope with increased levels of rainfall. 

• There was a commitment to provide 10% Biodiversity Net Gain (BNG). This was assessed 
by taking measurements before and after the works. There was currently a 5.6% BNG, 
this would increase to 10% by Q3 of 2024.  

• Contributions of over £3 million had been made to community schemes.  As the project 
winds down, these funds will dwindle but EWR was currently donating material to local 
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social groups. 
• The project had received industry recognition and had been put forward for national 

award schemes. It was good to see that the project had been held to account by local 
authorities.  

• Pip Hoskins extended her thanks to Susan Browning and Laura Leech for their work on 
the project. 

  
The following points were made during the Select Committee’s discussion: 
  

• There was a discussion of other projects where planting had been problematic. With 
EWR, Network Rail would be progressively responsible for planting maintenance in the 
railway corridor whilst landowners were required to sign agreements to look after 
planting on private land. Where landscaping was done, there was always a failure rate 
but any plants which had died within a year of being planted were replaced.  Survival 
rates had been relatively high compared to previous years. During the winter months, 
work had also been done to cut back weeds. 

• Mark Cuzner advised that relatively few trees had been removed and this was because 
the railway corridor already existed. It was not the preferred strategy to move mature 
trees. Most of the mature trees near to the line had been retained and these had been 
given priority over shrubs. The planting carried out had been appropriate to existing 
fauna and the walking and cycling paths. The remaining planting would be in the general 
locality of the line rather than the railway corridor. Planting had made a real 
improvement to the local habitat. EWR agreed to provide more detail on planting at the 
request of a Member. 

Action: Mark Cuzner 
  

• Members of the committee expressed serious concerns about pollution resulting from 
the diesel trains to be used on the EWR. Mention was made of the hybrid flex trains 
which were to be used when the project was planned. Particular mention was made of 
Winslow station, which was sited next to a school. The decision was questioned in the 
light of the aim to reach net zero emissions by 2050. It was noted that diesel trains were 
at their most polluting when accelerating out of a station. It was confirmed that the 
rolling stock used on the line would be new. 

• All the new and modified structures on the line have taken account of electrification so 
that it can be installed at a later date. Passive provision had been designed in at the start 
of the project. Some of the existing bridges were repaired rather than renewed, others 
had the gauges raised. 

• The Cabinet Member for Transport detailed figures from the National Audit Office which 
showed the cost of the EWR was between £5.7 and £6.6 billion. The estimate to fully 
electrify the line was up to £1 billion. A range of power options were currently being 
considered by EWR and the Department for Transport. EWR would present plans for 
future powering of the line at the consultation on the remainder of the line later this 
year.   

• Diesel trains had been chosen as they provided the fastest way of putting the line in use. 
They were a temporary measure until another form of power was put in place – EWR 
and the government were still exploring future plans. All diesel trains would be phased 
out by 2040. A Member expressed their fear that diesel trains would continue to be used 
on the line until 2040. 

• The bridges had been given an anti-graffiti coating but when graffiti had been noticed, it 
had taken some weeks to procure its removal. The station tannoy would be tested during 
the final stages of electrical installation.  Communications would be sent out to residents 
before the middle of 2024. 
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• The committee discussed its support for the Aylesbury spur to the ERW line, noting it had 
been part of the original plan. Network Rail had put in passive provision to add the spur 
at a later date which meant that there was no technical reason why it could not be built 
in the future with minimal disruption. The representatives acknowledged  the desire for 
the Aylesbury spur but advised that no funding decision had been made by the 
Government. EWR would let the committee know when the funding was clarified. The 
Cabinet Member noted that the Aylesbury spur remains on the project plan as a dotted 
line. The Chairman would write a letter to the Cabinet Member on behalf of the 
committee expressing its support for the Aylesbury spur. The Cabinet Member would 
then pass this message on to the government. 

                                                                                       Action: Chairman/Scrutiny Officer 
  

• There was mention of the disruption caused by HS2 in the county and a Member pointed 
out that this line would be of no benefit to residents. The Chairman noted that the next 
committee meeting was planned for 28th March 2024 which would deal solely with HS2. 

• The full benefits of the line would not be realised until Oxford and Cambridge were 
linked.  This would bring new jobs, benefit business and link academia. 

• The representatives were confident in the current estimated timings of the project and 
their associated RAG risk ratings.  

• Footbridges over the line had steps and were not designed for access by those with 
disabilities. As they had replaced rural paths which were mainly accessible for those on 
foot, this had not been practical. The Chairman noted that some would be disappointed 
at this. 

• Currently, two passenger trains in each direction per hour were planned. There would be 
one or two freight trains each way per hour. Once the formal announcement of the 
operator was made by the Government, a new series of communications about the 
timetable would follow. Information on any freight trains planned to run overnight was 
requested as soon as possible. 

  
The Chairman thanked everyone for contributing and their attendance. 
  

6 CLIMATE CHANGE & AIR QUALITY STRATEGY ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT 
 Cllr Thomas Broom, the new Cabinet Member for Climate Change and Environment, introduced 

himself and expressed thanks to his predecessor Cllr Gareth Williams, who had overseen 
substantial progress on the project to lower emissions in Buckinghamshire.  
  

• The Cabinet Member introduced Cllr Jilly Jordan, the Deputy Cabinet Member for 
Environment and officers Alexander Beckett, David Johnson and Hannah Joyce. 

• This was the second update report on the Climate Change and Air Quality Strategy and 
highlighted that a 73.4% reduction had been made in emissions already. There had been 
significant progress on air quality and all but one area was under the recommended limit 
for air pollution. 

  
The following points were made during the committee’s discussion: 
  

• The Cabinet Member for Climate Change and Environment supported the spirit of 
reaching the net zero target by 2030 subject to resources. However, he felt that the 
overall target of 2050 was appropriate in a period of instability for energy supply and the 
global economic picture. The annual funding settlement for Buckinghamshire Council 
and changeability of resources were also a factor. The Council’s 2050 commitment would 
remain however suggestions from Members would be welcomed.  

• The Cabinet Member explained that the Council had taken significant action to support 
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Town and Parish Councils to meet net zero targets by 2030 and that all 16 Community 
Boards now have air quality testing kits.  

• It was suggested that supporting the ‘green economy’ of Buckinghamshire was within 
the Leader’s portfolio.  

• A Member pointed out that council’s fleet was the second largest cause of carbon 
emissions in the county. The Cabinet Member for Transport explained that when fleet 
vehicles were replaced, the vehicle’s purpose and the type of fuel was considered. The 
Highways Alliance partners had committed to convert all the smaller vehicles in its fleet 
within the next year along with providing charge point infrastructure at depots. 

• The report contained an update on the vehicle charging point pilot in Wendover. Cable 
gulleys to allow residents to charge vehicles outside their houses were being trialled 
however these might not be ideal if the resident was unable to park outside their home. 
The use of lampposts for trickle charging was also being investigated. There were now 
294 publicly accessible vehicle charging points in the county, a 7% increase on last year, 
and 1,000 would be installed by the end of 2027. The Gateway charge points had a new 
contract which had improved performance.  

• The effect of domestic log burners on pollution levels was discussed, and the Cabinet 
Member for Climate Change and Environment pointed out that pollution was reducing in 
all five air quality management areas in the county. The Council would continue to 
monitor and respond if it felt this was a growing area of concern. 

• The Cabinet Member for Climate Change and Environment confirmed that there were no 
substantial changes since the report was published in November 2023, and that 
Buckinghamshire was taking a delivery-based approach.  

  
The Chairman thanked everyone for contributing and giving their time. 
  

7 ACTIVE TRAVEL AND BUCKINGHAMSHIRE LOCAL CYCLING AND WALKING INFRASTRUCTURE 
PLAN 

 The Cabinet Member for Transport introduced the plan and noted that the Local Cycling and 
Walking Infrastructure Plan (LCWIP) also included “wheeling”, where paths were used by 
wheelchair and mobility scooter users. The Cabinet Member explained that the report aimed to 
include improvements in connectivity and that there was still an ambition for a county-wide 
greenway. 

• In all schemes, people may use just part of the route. 
• The routes had to comply with national standards as they were built with the aid of 

national funding. At times, this could prohibit a connection. 
• The report detailed the consideration given to users of the routes, for example, 

wayfinding signs giving journey time by method as well as distance. 
• Lighting and seating were factored into the cost of new routes. 
• Recently, Cabinet has adopted the High Wycombe transport strategy and LCWIP, 

meaning that Buckingham, Aylesbury and High Wycombe all had active plans. Chesham 
had developed a local solution. Community Boards had all been consulted about 
residents’ priorities. This year a public consultation would start on LCWIP proposals.   

• To increase the existing level of funding from Active Travel England, there would need to 
be public consultation and demonstrable support for any LCWIP proposals.  

• Since April 2020: 
o £3.3million funding has been received from Active Travel England. Section 106 

funds have contributed another £1.5 million.  
o 7km of new routes have been created. 

• The Cabinet Member for Transport wished to publicly note the good work of the school 
travel team in promoting walking and cycling routes to schools, a project in which 
Buckinghamshire Council was leading the way. 
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The following points were made during the committee’s discussion: 

• Scooters which were part of the national trial were permitted on the routes as were 
electric bikes. Privately purchased scooters were not allowed on public paths and roads 
as they did not have the necessary safety features such as speed restrictions and 
geolocation. Canal towpaths were not always suitable for bikes e.g. where paths 
narrowed under bridges. Wayfinder signs showed where bikes were permitted. 

• It was hoped that WIPs could be extended towards the Hertfordshire border. Work had 
been done with external partners to develop more towpaths. All the work needed 
external funding. 

• Bike busses, where children would be supervised to ride bikes to school, were promoted 
by the school transport team. Active travel was being encouraged as a means of getting 
to school. 

• All users of paths and roads were expected to be considerate. In some cases, people had 
been injured in collisions with bikes or scooters. Clear signage could help on a shared 
route but it would take time to add this to the network. It was hoped that all users of 
paths could be civil. 

• When new developments were ready, blue roundels would indicate whether bikes can 
use the route. 

• The increased range of electric bikes would make them an option for commuting. Bikes 
had been added to the trial to give riders the chance to build their confidence. Parking 
for bikes could also be considered. 

  
  

8 WORK PROGRAMME 
 The Chairman explained that a working group would be established in the summer. Flooding 

might be a suitable topic to explore, and volunteers would be needed for the group. 
  

9 DATE OF NEXT MEETING 
 28th March 2024. 
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Report to TECC Select Committee 
Date:  Thursday 28 March 2024 

Title:   HS2 Progress Report 

Cabinet Member(s):   Cllr Steven Broadbent    
    Cllr Peter Martin (Deputy) 

Contact officer:    Dr Laura Leech 

 

1 Background 

1.1 In February 2017 the HS2 hybrid (Phase 1) Act received Royal Assent.  This provided 
HS2 Ltd with an Act of Parliament (equivalent to deemed planning permission) to 
construct a high speed railway between London and Birmingham.  

1.2 One third (approx. 60km) of Phase One dissects Buckinghamshire (approx. 16km of 
which is in tunnel) as shown in the map below. 
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1.3 The High Speed Rail Act grants deemed planning permission for HS2 Phase One of 
the route, but some of the detailed design and construction are subject to further 
approval. 

1.4 Buckinghamshire Council is a Qualifying Authority (QA), which means that some of 
HS2’s proposals need to come to the Council for “approval” (as per the definition in 
the Act) which, in principle, gives the Council a limited degree of influence over the 
details of the proposals.  As a QA, Buckinghamshire Council has signed up to the 
Planning Memorandum which commits the authority to having appropriate staffing 
levels and to use reasonable endeavours in its decision-making processes to meet 
the timescales for decisions (within 8 weeks for planning and 4 weeks for highways).  
It also commits the authority to not making unreasonable or onerous requests on 
HS2 Ltd which would lead to increases in cost or delays to the programme.  The 
Planning Memorandum also places obligations and responsibilities onto HS2 Ltd. 

1.5 The Council’s HS2 Team has responsibility for processing all approvals for HS2 
infrastructure and transportation arrangements both temporary and permanent as 
well as stakeholder engagement. The team is responsible for ensuring that HS2 Ltd 
and its contractors work within the HS2 Act and agreed consents and fulfil their 
obligations in terms of engagement with directly affected parties, the wider 
community and those with an interest in the scheme.    

1.6 The last 12 months has seen the second of three years of peak HS2 civils (e.g. design 
& construction) related activities and associated temporary traffic arrangements. 

2 Progress update 

1.7 An update of the progress / construction of the project will be given by HS2 Ltd and 
their Main Works Civil Contractors (EKFB and Align) during their presentation to the 
TECC Select Committee on the 28 March 2024. 

 

3 Current issues 

1.8 Buckinghamshire Council has continued to take steps throughout 2023 to assist and 
support local communities with mitigating the impacts of disruption caused by the 
HS2 line being constructed through the county, by ensuring HS2 Ltd is being held to 
account.  

1.9 Key current issues include but is not limited to: road closures and associated traffic 
management, coordination with other activities on the network, damage caused by 
construction traffic and associated road repairs, mud on the road, surface water 
runoff to the highway from construction sites, HS2 interface with EWR, the 
environmental impact, community engagement and biodiversity. 
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Transport 

Traffic management & road repairs 

1.10 Impact on our communities – HS2 road closures and temporary traffic lights 
impacting traffic flow and our communities’ ability to go about their daily lives to get 
to/from work, the school run, doctors’ appointments etc. These impacts on the 
community are magnified where HS2 and EWR are constructing works in the same 
area. 

1.11 HS2 Diversionary Routes – diversion routes have been put in place by HS2 Ltd’s 
contractors for construction works and closed bridges. This has led to a number of 
complaints from residents regarding increased traffic through villages, increased 
journey times for commuters, and increased costs to residents and businesses 
following lengthy diversions. Where the diversion routes are lengthy there is an 
increased tendency for motorist to use ‘rat runs’ on unsuitable routes. In such 
situations HS2 Ltd is encouraged to provide appropriate signing to discourage such 
use or introduce temporary traffic calming in sensitive locations.  

1.12 Multiple Diversionary Routes – similar concerns have been expressed from residents 
affected by HS2 works which is further compounded where other major works 
(including EWR & Thames Water) works are being undertaken in the same area.  

1.13 S17 Lorry Routes – there have been many instances where HS2 construction vehicles 
have been observed on routes that are not approved lorry routes. Under the Act HS2 
Ltd only need seek approval for a route when there are more than 24 movements to 
and from an HS2 site each day. HS2 Ltd’s contractors are required to install HS2 
vehicle identifiers in the windscreens but in order to take action the registration 
numbers of individual vehicles are required before HS2 Ltd will take action.  

1.14 Damage to roads from construction traffic – Damage to the county’s roads resulting 
from their use by HS2 construction traffic is one of the main concerns of the Council 
and leads to regular complaints from the local communities most affected. Many of 
the county’s roads are not built to accommodate HGVs and have evolved over time 
with the heaviest vehicles being farm traffic and occasional deliveries. As a result, 
even a small increase in HGVs can have a disproportionate impact on the structure 
of these roads and, frequently, with associated damage to verges. However, damage 
is not limited to minor roads and damage to many of our ‘A’ roads has resulted 
where HGV numbers are high such as on the A41 and A413. 

1.15 HS2 damage potholes –Recognising that damage was being inflicted on our roads 
and that repairs could not be delayed until the end of construction, HS2 Ltd 
introduced a Pothole Fund for minor emergency repairs and a separate claims 
process where the damage is more substantial and requires a larger scheme to 
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rectify. The Pothole Fund is spread over 5 years with the total for Buckinghamshire 
being £466k. To date funding has been received for the first two tranches totalling 
£186k and the year 3 funding of £116,516.25 is currently being processed. 
Buckinghamshire Council considers this funding to be wholly inadequate as 
recompense for the damage caused to our roads, so the greater focus has been on 
processing individual claims.  

1.16 HS2 damage road repairs and reinstatement - At Royal Assent £2.5m was allocated 
by HS2 Ltd for the road reinstatement in Buckinghamshire which again is woefully 
inadequate.   

1.17 HS2 methodology –  The original methodology proposed by HS2 Ltd to compensate 
for the damage incurred as required by the HS2 Act was considered by the Council to 
be flawed in a number of areas. In summary, it proposed to undertake condition 
surveys on all non ‘A’ roads that were to be used as construction routes and to 
repeat the surveys at the end of construction to provide a basis for calculating the 
damage and associated funding. The Council decided to prepare its own 
methodology which was presented to HS2 Ltd in 2022 but has never been entirely 
accepted. This matter will have to be addressed prior to completion of construction 
to avoid the Council being disadvantaged with inadequate compensation being 
offered. 

1.18 Current situation – The focus to date has been on submitting claims to HS2 Ltd in 
accordance with the agreed interim process the first of which was submitted in 
2022. Delays to the responses from HS2 Ltd to these early claims were excessive and 
in one case around 12 months elapsed before a formal offer was made.  This was 
discussed at TECC in 2023.  As a result of the delays, the matter was escalated to 
senior HS2 Ltd management and following several meetings the situation has 
improved with the technical teams from both parties working together to agree the 
repairs necessary before estimating the costs. At that point negotiations commence 
regarding the level of funding from HS2 Ltd. To seek greater efficiency rather than 
processing individual claims, agreement has been reached on batching the claims 
with HS2 Ltd offering a ‘lump sum’ for each batch. To date four of the claims on 
batch one are agreed to by fully funded by HS2 Ltd. A verbal agreement has been 
reached on seven other claims and funding is expected by the end of March. Batch 
two for a further 6 claims is currently being discussed and the estimates for repairs 
will be finalised later in March whereupon negotiations will commence on the level 
of funding. A third batch of extensive repairs to the lengthy route known as the ‘C3’ 
in Calvert comprising 20 different sections is also being discussed with HS2 Ltd and 
agreement on the technical solution(s) and estimated costs is again expected later in 
March.  These repairs do not preclude HS2 Ltd from that requirement to reinstate 
the roads when they have concluded their works. 
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1.19 Recommended action – That agreement is sought from HS2 Ltd to a continued 
commitment to the revised process of ‘batching’ claims and to ensure that no 
unreasonable delays occur to the offer of funding in accordance with the latest 
proposed methodology for processing claims.  Regarding reactive repairs, the 
Council continues to regularly inspect HS2’s construction routes and works closely 
with HS2 Ltd to deliver the necessary reactive repairs to ensure that 
Buckinghamshire’s highway remains safe. 

1.20 Sustainable travel – While the challenges of promoting sustainable travel to/from 
construction sites in a largely rural setting are recognised, there are concerns at the 
delays in introducing robust Workplace Travel Plans along with the lack of robust 
travel data at the sites. As a result, there are fewer opportunities to monitor activity 
and introduce measures to improve sustainable travel. HS2 Ltd has been challenged 
on this point and further surveys are to be undertaken however given the 
introduction of additional pandemic measures such as additional car parking which 
has not been reversed following post-COVID arrangements.  

1.21 Deployment of three mobile CCTV cameras; whilst the cost of the cameras was 
funded by HS2 Ltd, there is an ongoing financial overhead of approximately £50k pa 
being incurred by Buckinghamshire Council. This covers co-ordination of 
redeployments, site assessments, review of CCTV footage, query resolution with 
contractors, compliance with regulatory requirements and stakeholder 
communications. The cameras are primarily being used to monitor congestion and 
safety impacted by HS2 construction and to identify construction traffic using routes 
in contravention of agreed lorry routes.  The deployment has proved to be a 
deterrent for repeated activity, e.g. Little Missenden on the A413 where ‘U’ turning 
lorries accessing the vent sat site were creating a safety hazard. 

 

Environment 

1.22 The Council has issued 31 Schedule 17 (of the HS2 Act 2017) Decision Notices in the 
last twelve months.  These consents agree the detailed design, appearance and 
function for structures and elements of the railway infrastructure and associated 
work.  Amendments to improve the design and reduce impacts were achieved on all 
applications. 

1.23 The development consents are for work ranging in size and complexity from the 
installation of equipment to monitor vibration at a Listed Building and a small area of 
land to be restored and handed back to the owner in its original condition to the 
Infrastructure Maintenance Depot at Calvert. 

1.24 The most significant Schedule 17 Plans and Specifications consents were for: 
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• ‘Package 3’: Small Dean, with the key elements being the viaduct crossing the 
A413 west of Wendover; and Wendover Green Tunnel; 

• ‘Package 7’: The Princess Risborough / Aylesbury (PRA) Line, where final 
consents were issued for an underpass, culverts and earthworks that 
facilitated the continued operation of the PRA line; 

• ‘Package 12’: Sheephouse Wood, with the key elements being a ‘Bat 
Mitigation Structure’ (design to protect bats from colliding with trains and / 
or other rail apparatus), a green overbridge and an underpass; and 

• ‘Package 13b’: the Infrastructure Maintenance Depot, with the key elements 
being the very large depot building, rail and highway, and earthworks.  

1.25 For each of the above structures and associated works, Council Officers secured 
improvements to design over a period of more than two years of review to ensure 
the use of appropriate materials and that any harm to the environment and amenity 
is minimised.  At the Infrastructure Maintenance Depot (IMD), for example, Officers 
engaged with HS2 Ltd specialist designers to ensure the proposals avoided and 
reduced visual impacts, flood risk and the impact of lighting on both residents and 
fauna, notably bats. 

1.26 Other structures and elements that have received consent in the last twelve months 
include bridge parapets; green verges on bridges; temporary worker’s 
accommodation, points of access for operational compounds and farms; and noise 
barriers. 

1.27 Four consents have been granted on appeal by the Planning Inspectorate.  Two of 
these are for temporary compounds, where the Council had refused permission due 
to what was considered to be excessive space for parking cars.  These appeals were 
allowed, with the Inspector concluding that the temporary nature of the use for 
parking cars and the location close to the construction compounds being considered 
appropriate. 

1.28 The two other appeals were for ‘Bowood Lane’, where the Council refused consent 
for an overbridge, the design of which was not considered to be sufficiently sensitive 
to the setting within an ancient Holloway; and ‘Sheephouse Wood’, where the 
Council made no decision because it considered that insufficient information had 
been provided with respect to additional harm to Ancient Woodland.  In both cases, 
the Inspector concluded that the importance of delivering HS2, a National 
Infrastructure Project, outweighed the harm. 
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Remaining consents to be issued 

1.29 The Buckinghamshire section of the route comprises 16 ‘packages’ (each about 2 to 
3 miles long).  Of these major packages only the section to the west of Aylesbury 
remains to be permitted (Package 6b).  This section is level and in cutting with 
significant features including a landscape bund and noise barriers.  Package 6b is 
immediately adjacent to an area of the Aylesbury Garden Town that has yet to be 
granted planning permission.  Council Officers continue to work with HS2 Ltd and 
other interested parties to ensure the two developments (AGT and HS2) are 
compatible.  HS2 Ltd has agreed to significant redesign of earthworks to ensure this 
important residential development is not compromised. 

1.30 Over the next two years Officers will continue to engage with HS2 Ltd, their 
contractors and all other interested parties to review proposals and seek design 
changes that will avoid harm to the Buckinghamshire environment and the amenity 
of residents and businesses. 

1.31 In addition to the final ‘Package’ (Package 6b), proposals HS2 Ltd will seek consent 
for detailed design including the deck and parapets for approximately 20 highway 
overbridges; for earthworks and landscape planting; for fencing; for points of access; 
footpaths and cycleways and for other structures that already have permission, but 
need to be redesigned. 

1.32 Following the unprecedented volume of rainfall experienced over the Winter and 
resultant flooding, questions have been raised as to whether HS2 Ltd's construction 
activities have exacerbated the situation at a number of locations across the county.  
The Council continues to work with HS2 Ltd and its Main Work Civil Contractors (as 
well as other parties such as the Environment Agency and FCC in Calvert) to establish 
the facts and mitigation if required.  For example, HS2 Ltd had not materially 
contributed to the recent flooding at Chalfont St. Peter.  The Council has no powers 
to force HS2 Ltd to cease pumping because the associated consent was granted by 
the Environment Agency, however the Council is working constructively with HS2 Ltd 
to ensure they act responsibly.  The situation at Rocky Lane has yet to be concluded 
and the Council will be shortly commencing a formal investigation to establish the 
sources of flooding at this location following a number of flooding incidents over the 
last year or so. 

1.33 A related matter in this respect is ‘new burdens’ – assets that will become the 
responsibility of the Council.  This may include substations and verge maintenance.  
The Council continues to seek confirmation from the DfT the scope and cost of such 
new burdens; and the extent of any related financial support that will be provided by 
the Government.  DfT is currently holding a Phase One wide consultation on the New 
Burdens Assessment which the Council will be formally responding to shortly. 
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1.34 The physical construction phase will result in significant disruption to traffic flows at 
several key locations on the strategic route network. One such location is in the 
vicinity of the new Small Dean viaduct where numerous lane and overnight closures 
are necessary including the need to re-align the A413 on two separate occasions to 
facilitate construction of two of the piers. 

1.35 The Council has placed a standard condition on more than 20 overbridges such that 
further design will need to be presented that demonstrates contextually appropriate 
treatment with respect to matters including carriageway width, the provision of 
green verges reflecting the immediate surroundings either end of the bridge; and 
parapet heights and their surface finish. 

1.36 In scrutinising and influencing the design Council Officers work with HS2 Ltd’s 
contractors to consider not only the inherent landscape impact, but also the 
experience of the road user, walker, horse rider and in the context of a 120 year life 
of the structure / element being considered. 

1.37 The HS2 Act for the stretch of railway running through Buckinghamshire requires ‘no 
net loss’ to biodiversity.  The Council actively encourages HS2 to report on and 
demonstrate species protection (in accordance with line wide licences for protecting 
bats and other species); and seeks to ensure that opportunities are taken to improve 
/ re-establish connectivity and to engage on advanced planting.  The Council seeks 
enhancement where possible and engages the principle of evidence-based decisions 
that optimise avoidance, mitigation and / or compensation.  At Sheephouse Wood, 
for example, the Council has requested detailed information from HS2 with respect 
to the impact on the Ancient Woodland and Site of Special Scientific Interest of the 
proposed bat mitigation / protection structure. 

1.38 In terms of amenity a key matter that has recently been discussed is flood risk South 
West of Aylesbury.  The HS2 contractor has provided details of modelling water 
flows in the Stoke Brook post construction.  The Council is satisfied that sufficient 
details have been provided to date, but the final design has yet to be presented to 
the Council, meaning that further scrutiny of modelling and proposals for water 
management will be undertaken.  The Council’s interest will primarily be to ensure 
all measures have been utilised to prevent any increase in flood risk to properties.  
The Council works collaboratively with the Environment Agency (EA) on our respect 
approvals under the hybrid Act, which scrutinises water modelling and proposals to 
manage water with respect to main rivers and water quality.  The discharge permits 
issued by the EA provide further assurance that appropriate measures are in place; 
and the Council remains vigilant in ensuring the overlapping regimes for approving 
work are co-ordinated. 
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EWR/HS2 interface 

1.39 The Council was pleased that the handover of civils works in the Calvert area to 
EWRA from HS2 Ltd and their contractor EKFB was finally completed in November 
2023 after many months of delay.  

1.40 EWRA successfully mitigated the 6 plus months delay and as reported back at 
February’s TECC EWRA “Infrastructure Ready” date remains on target for the end of 
2024 and the East West Railway is planned to “Enter in Service” during 2025. 

1.41 Both projects remain highly active in the “Calvert Box” area and will do so for some 
time to come. 

 

Climate change 

1.42 The impact of the construction phase will be significant with respect to climate 
change.  Again, this is a complex scenario since a key premise of the project is to 
reduce carbon emissions overall with rail representing a better option than flying or 
driving. 

1.43 For all proposals HS2 seeks to minimise carbon emissions whilst ensuring high quality 
design.  At Wendover Dean viaduct, for example, instead of using solid pre-stressed 
concrete beams to form the bridge spans, the viaduct will use two steel girders 
sandwiched between two layers of reinforced concrete to create a lightweight and 
super strong hollow span. According to HS2 Ltd this approach is set to save an 
estimated 7,433 tonnes of embodied carbon within materials – the equivalent of 
someone taking 20,500 return flights from London to Edinburgh. 

1.44 Other initiatives include the creation of a railhead near Quainton to facilitate the 
removal and delivery of construction materials by rail instead of HGVs, which 
accordingly to recent trade press has taken 101,000 HGVs movements off the 
highway network. 

1.45 As referenced above, Council Officers scrutinise flooding and drainage proposals; 
and this includes a consideration of climate change rainfall scenarios. 

1.46 The creation of substantial new woodland is a not only necessary for landscape 
mitigation, but also acts as a carbon sequestration measure.  The Council encourages 
advanced tree planting wherever this is possible. 
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4 Actions taken by Buckinghamshire Council to support 
residents in the construction of the line 

1.47 Over the course of the year Buckinghamshire Council has continued to assist 
residents, communities, and businesses with mitigating the impact of the 
construction of HS2 to support communities to address the issues set out above. 

1.48 The Council is working with HS2 Ltd to secure the necessary remuneration from the 
statutory undertaker for both temporary and permanent road repairs to be 
completed to align with their on-going construction activities and their 
demobilisation programme. 

1.49 The Council’s HS2/EWR marshals continue to observe speeding HGVs however their 
frequent speed monitoring has proven to be a positive deterrent, with the number 
of HS2 HGVs identified as speeding dramatically reducing. 

1.50 The Council continue to press HS2 Ltd and their contractors for the details on 
planting & landscaping, fencing & drainage to enable the impacted communities to 
have a clear understanding of the project’s legacy as well as the associated longer-
term maintenance plans. This approach is giving rise to concerns within HS2 Ltd with 
respect to their programme.   

1.51 The Council is also working hard to require HS2 Ltd to provide more transparency in 
terms of the forward programme of construction activity, particularly in sensitive 
locations and strategic routes which are most affected by the works. 

1.52 The Council continue to press HS2 Ltd and DfT for additional HS2 Road Safety Fund 
monies because the Council’s original allocation of £3.95m is both oversubscribed 
and does not allow for inflation. 

1.53 The Council has additionally had to advertise these road closures on social media 
because HS2 Ltd refuse to use such platforms to inform the public of their impact. 

 

5 Your questions and views 

1.54 If you have any questions about the matters contained in this report, please get in 
touch with the author of this report. This can be done by telephone: 07506011434 or 
email: laura.leech@buckinghamshire.gov.uk. 
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